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FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER

Breaking records and embracing innovation! From
our role at Super Bowl LVII to insightful sessions at
FOSDEM '24, delve into our latest news below. 



This year’s Super Bowl LVII is now the second most watched event in US TV history
with 123.4M viewers- second only to the moon landing in 1969.

We are proud to have been part of the technology used with BSI and National
Football League (NFL), installing 60 STBs for the international commentary services.

Speak to our team to discover how our innovative solutions can facilitate a more
synchronized and engaging viewing experience for fans. Contact us > 
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The team at SipRadius were pleased to attend FOSDEM ’24, a two-day event
celebrating and exploring the world of open-source software. Held annually in
Brussels, Belgium, FOSDEM is a volunteer-organized event that brings together
developers and enthusiasts from around the world. This year’s edition featured a
staggering 855 events across multiple rooms, including Sergio Ammirata’s insightful
presentation on the RIST protocol, ‘Streaming live using RIST on Demand to
thousands – how you can have your cake and eat it too.’ Read more > 

FOSDEM’24 Presentation
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As part of his recent presentation at FOSDEM’24, Sergio Ammirata, Ph.D., engaged
in an insightful Q&A session. Ammirata was able to highlight RIST’s features,
including its ability to achieve zero packet loss, ease of defining binary payloads,
and its expanding use cases beyond point-to-point transmissions to address
broader distribution needs. Read more > 

FOSDEM’24 Q&A

UPCOMING EVENTS

Discover the cutting-edge IP content transport innovations from
SipRadius at NAB Show 2024, where the company will showcase its
transformative software solution in collaboration with FOR-A (booth
C4507, Las Vegas Convention Center, 14 – 17 April). With a track record
of success among major broadcasters, SipRadius delivers high-quality,
ultra-secure, and ultra-low latency processing and delivery capabilities.

NAB Show 14 - 17 April 2024
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SOLUTIONS

Scalable SDI and IP Portal 12G-SDI, 2110-
20/30/40, JPEG-XS, AV1, VP9, HEVC,
H.264, MPEG-2, HLS, RIST, SRT, WebRTC

View PDF

Encoding eXchange Portal Simultaneous
Encode and Decode 3G-SDI, JPEG-XS
over TS, HEVC, H.264, MPEG-2, HLS,

RIST, SRT, WebRTC

View PDF

M.aX EXP

CoralCoder

Designed specifically for the rapidly
evolving and demanding any service

anywhere remote production workflows.

View PDF

S.iPTV

View all our innovative solutions >

https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/Coral-PI-Sheet.pdf
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/M.aX-EXP-PI-Sheet.pdf
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/S.iPTV-PI-Sheet.pdf
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